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Fat fuzz factory manual

Деякі функції Word не відобразазться в Google Документаь. Якщо ви внесете змзни, налазтування зиз зункізй буде скинуто.Докладніе When Z.Vex Fuzz Factory hit the stage in the winter of 1995, there was nothing out there like that. Its strange, unruly sounds and twitchy sensitivity were in stark contrast to the
typical fuzz devices that most players were used to. Younger guitarists might not realize that the choices for fuzz pedals were pretty limited at the time, and for adventurous guitarists looking for fresh sounds, Fuzz Factory and its mad timbres seemed like a prayer answered. It's been 18 years since the Fuzz Factory
appeared, but the pedal remains wildly popular among experimental, noisemakers and guitarists who want to add more - and more daring - flavors of fuzz to their music. But with the exception of the Theremin-like Fuzz probe, the Fuzz Factory hasn't really been updated with new capabilities to generate additional tones.
And that explains why the new Fat Fuzz Factory creates so much excitement. Fat Fuzz Factory builds on the same core components and tone-generating features of the standard fuzz factory – using new old shares (NOS) 60s germanium transistors and a highly sensitive set of controls – but also includes a switch that
greatly expands the low end and shifts the range of the famous oscillating feedback to much lower registers. This switch not only makes the Fat Fuzz Factory an expensive fuzz generator for guitar, but also helps it improve the lower register output of basses with Earth-crushing results. Boss Hogg Like the original Fuzz
Factory, the heart of its new portly brother is a pair of high-gain, NOS germanium transistors, which are attached to a hand-assembled and populated circuit. It also uses genuine bypass shifts and runs on either a 9V battery or a Boss-style power supply, but because it only pulls 4 mA- which is astonishingly small- it will
be a long time before you have to replace the battery. The pedal comes in two variants-a hand-painted version that is completely assembled in the United States and a more affordable Vexter version that is partially built in Taiwan and sports a silk-screened motif. The pedal uses five highly interactive controls for volume,
gating, compression, drive, and a menacingly marked connector button, which can either change the pitch of the pedal's oscillating squeal or the tone of the fuzz, depending on where the other controls are set. Because moving a control can have a drastic effect on how the others react, calling them in may initially seem
challenging. Thoughtfully though, the manual provides a few sample options to get you started with high-gain compressed fuzz, Velcro-ripping tones, and cleaner Octavia-type effects. Above drive and plug buttons, there is a three-way switch for setting the low-end frequency range. When the pedal is set to 1, it is in
standard Fuzz Factory mode. If you move it to positions 2 and 3, more subharmonic intensity is added, gradually getting darker and thicker fuzz to degrees far beyond what the standard Fuzz Factory is capable of. In this environment, persistent single notes from Les Paul's bridge pickup had almost as much body as full
chords, and heavily gated low notes played with the neck pickup shook the room with a bold, synth-like snarl. Tubby Tone Although the Fat Fuzz Factory was designed to add more low-end muscle to the classic Fuzz Factory sound, the fact that you can operate it as a standard Fuzz Factory is one of its best features.
Putting the fashion switch in position 1 provides the lightest and sharpest tones of the pedal, and its clear and uncluttered tonality makes it the best option for beginners, as well as the best way to hear how controls interact and affect the tone. I found that with a Les Paul and a Mesa/Boogie Dual Rectifier, Z.Vex's preprescribed compressed fuzz setting-gate at 3 o'clock, comp at 9 o'clock, drive and stab maxed, and volume after taste-gives a light and gated fuzz tone that's a good place to start designing your own sounds. Pushing up comp control softens ups and bumps and attacks, which also causes the gate control to squelch the
sound harder, resulting in a cool, 8-bit video game-sounding fuzz. Dropping the comp and driving to their lowest settings and turning up the port to about 2 o'clock applies a low-gain, upper octave effect to each tone. These are only a few examples that can be discovered quite quickly. Deeper tweaking, however, can

reveal all sorts of otherworldly tones-smooth fuzzes that drop notes down an octave after holding them for a moment, motorcycle engine revving, space-age ray gun bursts, and much, much more. Ratings Pros: Hugely versatile. Can be run in standard Fuzz Factory mode. Minimal battery stretch. Massive volume
capacity. Can produce warm Moog-like emulations with both guitar and bass. Cons: Relatively steep learning curve. Finicky with pedal-chain location. Switching to modes with more low end can introduce sudden oscillations. Toner: Ease of use: Build/Design: Value: Street: $329 (hand painted) or $199 (Vexter) zvex.com
Moving switch to position 2 adds significant lows to the tone and makes the pedal darker sounding. There are still plenty of Fuzz Factory's characteristic sizzling heights in the mix, but you'll hear an meaner, less razor-like edge than before. In this environment, persistent single notes from Les Paul's bridge pickup had
almost as much body as full chords, and heavily gated low notes played with the neck pickup shook the room with a bold, synth-like snarl. Lowering the gate dropped pitch range of fuzz fuzz also, making it easy to dial up droning, gut-shaking whining that alternate pitch like a demonic Theremin. With some settings
though, it was pretty obvious that changing modes also had an effect on the range of different controls. Switching to position 2 caused some of my favorite non-oscillating tones from position 1 to immediately oscillate-requiring me to adjust the pedal gate and comp control to get rid of the whine. The pedal's most
corpulent tones come from the bottom-heavy position 3. This mode works particularly well when matched with a high-gain setting and single-note runs on higher strings, which receive a pronounced bump in presence. Adding more gating to higher win settings yields a grinding synth-like tone that dies with a gnarly sputter
—almost as if someone directly hard-wired a double octave-down pedal to a circuit-bent Casio keyboard. Due to the very dense and complex tones you get in this mode, it's easy for chords to turn into a messy mess. It's best for individual notes that need a little extra kicks, or bassists who need more depth and intensity
in their lines. The Verdict The Fat Fuzz Factory offers a great selection of fuzz tones. The mode switch position 1 has all the endless fuzz variations of standard Fuzz Factory. But the switch's extra positions open the gates to two very different harmonic intervals, delivering everything from tubby stoner fuzz to total lowend Armageddon. It is a sensitive pedal that requires a little patience and willingness to experiment, but with persistence it rewards you with a level of flexibility and tone that exceeds its formidable and highly influential predecessor. I just got a hand painted fuzz factory too. Mine has no labels on the buttons, so it's a
fun/scary guessing game. Zvex has a list of sample options in the manual. Also, love your username OP. I just got a hand painted fuzz factory too. Mine has no labels on the buttons, so it's a fun/scary guessing game. Zvex has a list of sample options in the manual. Also, love your username OP. Haha, thanks I like it so
much I have two. Feel free to have one of the most incredible and frustrating pedals you will ever own. I love mine (I have 'Fat Fuzz Factory'). It's a tweakers dream (and nightmares sometimes). So much fun . . . good call in to write down your settings . . . that will help. For fastest service: If you need repairs, technical
assistance or spare parts, see our repair page, or contact repairs@zvex.com.If you have any questions about an order, marketing or international shipping then contact sales@zvex.com.If you have any questions about ZVEX Synth Modules contact modular@zvex.com.If you want custom illustrations on your se den
brugerdefinerede anmodninger side. Kontaktoplysninger:Zachary Vex EffectsPO Box 16078Minneapolis, MN 55416 952-922-8320zack@zvex.comsales@zvex.com 952-922-8320zack@zvex.comsales@zvex.com 952-922-8320zack@zvex.comsales@zvex.com
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